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The Quest to Find the Mothman
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The area where the mothman was supposedly first seen is north of Point Pleasant
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Shopowner and mothman enthusiast Bob Landrun poses for a photo.
Mothman
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have gotten many letters
telling me not to go up
into those bunkers,
many government
agents walk through that
door telling me to stop.”
Government
conspiracy, supernatural
mothmen, and an Indian
burial ground, attract
supernatural hunters.
“I believe in
everything, I believe
that there is something
called monster shock
that people experience.
You see, when someone
sees something strange
their bodies and minds
going into a state of
shock and it is our
responsibility to talk
them out of that shock,”
said Kolsterman
Monster shock or
not, Kolsterman was
determined to find the
mothman. Landrum
provided Kolsterman
with a hand-drawn map
of the old bunkers.
With the map in hand,
Kolsterman and his
friend went into the deep
woods of Point Pleasant
for the hunt.

The drive to the
bunkers is not a long
one, but easy to get
lost. With every turn
Kolsterman was getting
one step closer to
finding his answers.
Finally, he pulled up
to the path where the
bunkers are located.
“There it is, the green
and orange graffiti, he
(Landrum) said that
would mark the spot,”
said Kolsterman.
Finding the bunkers
required a small hike
down a path that had
been overgrown with
plant life and swamp
on the opposite side.
The silence was even
more deafening, and the
sense of isolation was in
the air.
Finally Kolsterman
reached the first bunker.
“There it is! Are you
ready?”
He excitingly opened
the door and walked
into the cement dome.
Every move made
echoed throughout the
building. There it was.
The mothman. Painted
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This bunker is one of three open to the public.
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on the wall by some
teenagers who had
clearly used the bunker
for a party.
With no luck in the
first bunker, Kolsterman
hiked his way to the
second. Once again
there was no sign of
the mothman. Holding
out hope Kolsterman
continued to go to the
third. With opening of
the door his excitement
disappeared from his
face, because sadly
there is no moth man.
“He is here, just
because we didn’t see
him doesn’t mean he
isn’t real.”
No one can say for
certain if there is or
is not a mothman.
For those who have
seen him, they will die
believers; for those who
want to believe, they
flock towards town;
and for those who are
skeptical, Point Pleasant
worth the trip just to
hear the eye witness
accounts.

creators, General Corp. and American Bridge Co., to reevaluate the
integrity of similar bridges to prevent other disasters. The collapse
also led to legislation concerning
bridge inspection standards.
The original bridge, which was
2,235 feet long, opened to the public in 1928.
The Silver Memorial Bridge was

built in 1969 about a mile from the
site of the original bridge, and connects Henderson, W.Va. to Gallipolis, Ohio. The old bridge connected
Point Pleasant and Kanauga, Ohio.
The Kanawha River feeds into the
Ohio River at Point Pleasant.
“Point Pleasant is the town
where two rivers meet,” said Rollins.

Find the Mothman!
Get a tour from one of the experts
on everything
MOTHMAN
His name is Bob!

